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• Earlier: 

• Primary use of health data (patient treatment)

• Secondary use of health data (e.g., research, statistics)

• Today: Secondary use of health data – internal to the organization

• Becoming a ‘data-driven organization’

• Using one’s own data to learn from

• Improve service wrt quality, safety, effectiveness, efficiency etc.

• Sociotechnical change process – not straight-forward!

• More generally: 

• Novel data-driven service models (using new data/using data in new ways)

• Readings:

• Raghupathi and Raghupati, 2014  (visions for data usage)

• Schilling et al., 2011  (Kaiser Permanente, USA)

• Øvrelid and Sanner, 2020  (Sykehuset Østfold)

Today’s topic
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A central vision for the Health

Informations Systems Programme

has been «Information for Action»

DHIS – District Health Information 

System → focus on the local (district)



Visions of new forms of data usage in health

▪ Raghupathi and Raghupathi (2014): «Big data analytics in healthcare: 

promise and potential», Health Information Science and Systems

▪ Gives references to a number of interesting case reports, for example:

▪ Improving hospital performance by analyzing clinical, financial, patient, and supply

chain data 

▪ Assess treatment protocols, design more targetted protocols for subgroups

▪ Realtime analysis of physiological data (stroke patients)

▪ Discover adverse drug effects

▪ Improve screening criteria
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Sykehuset Østfold (Kalnes)

Opened November 30th 2015

Advanced digital infrastructure and tools

▪ Mobility (mobile phones, pads etc)

▪ Integration (digital whiteboards)

HIMSS level 6 certified in 2017 (as the first Nordic hospital)

The following slides are produced by Terje Sanner
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Patient transfers as a common problem
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Discussions

Case: a patient shall be moved from the emergency unit to a bed ward.

a) How would a traditional process unfold?

b) If the emergency unit has digital access to all information, how do 

you expect the patient transfer process would change? 
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Something like this?
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Some examples from Kaiser Permanente
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Kaiser Permanente: Improving diabetes care

Link ot 36 minute video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh3toDUkYko
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Kaiser Permanente: kidney disease care

Link to video with multiple cases: (56 minutes)

Kidney case starts at 23 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X0xWOFgZSA
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Schilling et al. (2010)

• About the change process to create «a learning organization»

• Six ‘building blocks’:

• Real-time sharing of meaningful performance data

• Formal training in problem-solving methodologies

• Workforce engagement and informal knowledge sharing

• Leadership structures, beliefs, and behaviours (table 2)

• Internal and external benchmarking  (see table 3)

• Technical knowledge sharing

• (Last in a series of four articles)
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Virtual prototyping



«Virtual prototyping» in surgery planning



«Digital twin»
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Ongoing project:
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Other concepts and trends:

• From the health data debates

• Real-world evidence

• Personalized/precision medicine

• From industry:

• Condition-based maintenance/Predictive maintenance
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Real World Evidence (RWE)

• Real-world evidence (RWE) is clinical evidence on a medical product’s safety and 

efficacy that is generated using real-world data (RWD) resulting from routine 

healthcare delivery.

• Much used for post-marketing surveillance (pharmacovigilance data)

• But RWE has additional applications in different stages of the drug approval cycle, 

and can be used to optimize the design of randomised controlled trials (RCTs)

• (Source: Dang, Real-World Evidence: A Primer. Pharmaceut Med. 2023; 37(1): 25–36)

• Example: 

• U.S. Food and Drug Administration:  Framework for FDA’s real-world evidence program

https://www.fda.gov/media/120060/download?attachment
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Personalized medicine

«All patient care is, to some degree, personalised. The 

more specific discipline of personalised medicine is 

typically characterised by the use of large-scale 

analytical tools to identify biological characteristics in an 

individual as a basis for prevention or treatment» (p.7)

Other commonly used concepts: 

▪ Precision medicine

▪ Stratified medicine

Builds on various “-omics” technologies

Link to document

https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/c0ab0380265445e58508c36e51e5561b/no/pdfs/strategi-for-persontilpasset-medisin.pdf


The 9 Types of Maintenance: How to Choose The Right Strategy (reliabilityacademy.com) Page 36

https://reliabilityacademy.com/types-of-maintenance/#h-condition-based-maintenance-cbm
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Maintenance



Predictive Maintenance Vs. Condition Monitoring: Which Is Best for Your Business? (assetinfinity.com) Page 38

https://www.assetinfinity.com/blog/predictive-maintenance-vs-condition-monitoring


Healthcare examples of ‘conditions-based maintenance’

https://sykepleien.no/2021/04/pasienter-med-hiv-og-me-styrer-selv-poliklinikken-i-kristiansand

https://sykepleien.no/2021/04/pasienter-med-hiv-og-me-styrer-selv-poliklinikken-i-kristiansand
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Group discussions:

What is the parallel between these health services and 

the industrial idea of ‘condition-based maintenance’?



Remote patient care/digital homecare (digital hjemmeoppfølging)



Service concept







Group discussions:

How/why can we call this a “data-driven service model”? 
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How does this service mode change work?

• Nursing at a distance – nursing ‘via data’

• Empirical material:

• Observations and interviews from Dignios servce center (2017)

• Sarpsborg, ca. 145 patients (COPD, diabetes, CVD)

• (The service focused on ‘patient mobilization’)

• Analysis – thre types of work performed by nurses: 

• Preparatory work: setup, training, starting

• Continuous adjustment: adjustment of threshold values, 
frequency (personalization)

• Fine-tuning of how questions are formulated/sequenced

PART OF THE CURRICULUM! 



Continued..

• How can nurses contribute to patients taking
‘ownership’ and responsibility over their own disease?

• Same case (as previous articlle), but focus on the
nurses’ communikation with the patients

• Two types of «training work»:

• Teaching patients to understand own data (analytical
skills), through providing explanations and justifications
for assessments and decisions

• «Mobilize» them to act/take resonsibility: 

• Directly: recommendations/advice, making plans... 

• Indirectly: feedbakc, questions: “we ask about sleeping, not 

because we want to know if a patient has slept or not, but because we 
want them to realize that there is a relation between how they sleep and 
their condition and use of medications”.

Grisot, M., Moltubakk Kempton, A., Hagen, L., & Aanestad, M. (2018). 

Supporting Patient Self-Care: Examining Nurses' Practices 

in a Remote Care Setting. In Building Continents of Knowledge in 

Oceans of Data: The Future of Co-Created eHealth (pp. 601-605). IOS Press.



Digitally mediated care – what is lost and what is gained? 

• Homecare nurse on a conference on telecare: 

• I think, as a nurse you have a kind of 6th sense. 
When you visit patients at home, you immediately 
sense when something is wrong. It is very hard to 
put into words, but it is pivotal for your work. If you 
use a webcam, you wouldn’t, for instance, be able 
to smell the dishes that are there for a long time. 
What happens if you take that away? Wouldn’t you 
destroy the heart of  that it means to be a nurse? 
That is what I am worried about.

• More intensive og more specialized follow-up

• Compensatoric practises, new insights

• Multi-dimensional change, not just 
“better”/”worse”



Oslo
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Sarpsborg
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Digital home care
• DHC challenges the established organisational structures:  

• Who should be responsible for the care offerend in the home? 

• The General Practitioner (fastlege)?

• A telemedicince central (municipal or vendor-operated?)

• Distributed (to the ambulant nurses in the homecare service?)

• A hospital department?

• Ideally digital homecare should be organized in an integrated system (by the organizational structure
called ‘helsefelleskap’)

• Possible assymetry related to investment (costs) and savings (gain)

• Tensions around decisons about which patients to include: 

• Who should be able to ‘prescribe’ digital homecare?

• Should it be based on diagnose, prevention potential or need? (Forebyggende vs. nødvendig helsehjelp)

• Transfers, handover of responsibility, cost coverage



Example from Agder

https://www.ehelseagder.no/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_04-Vedlegg-Erfaringsrapport-DHO-sykehuspilot-.pdf

https://www.ehelseagder.no/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_04-Vedlegg-Erfaringsrapport-DHO-sykehuspilot-.pdf
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Group discussions:

Remote digital monitoring:

What would it take to offer these health services in the 

form of ‘predictive maintenance’?



Medical devices for mobile phones

23.04.2024

https://starfishmedical.com/blog/smartphones-as-a-medical-device/

56



«Mobiltelefonen registrerer bevegelsene våre, og den 

måler skrittene vi tar. På hånden har vi smartklokke 

med pulsmåler og 2-avlednings EKG. Implanterbare

sensorer måler kontinuerlig blodsukker og hormoner. 

Sensorene måler kjente markører, men også markører 

vi aldri før har brukt som grunnlag for beslutninger»

Kronikk i Dagens Medisin 2019
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Ole K. Losvik: «Sharing health data with the patient»

https://www.slideshare.net/losvik/sharing-health-data-with-the-patient

Person-generated health data

https://www.dagensmedisin.no/kan-smarte-dingser-gi-bedre-beslutninger/285687
https://www.slideshare.net/losvik/sharing-health-data-with-the-patient
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